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Abstract
Although voltage unbalance is a well understood concept, its presence as a power
quality problem in electricity transmission and distribution networks has continued
to be an issue of concerns primarily due to difficulties found by some network service
providers in maintaining acceptable levels. This emphasises the lack of recommenda-
tions on engineering practices governing voltage unbalance that would facilitate the
provision of adequate supply quality to connected customers.
The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has recently released the
Technical Report IEC/TR 61000-3-13 which provides guiding principles for coordi-
nating voltage unbalance between various voltage levels of a power system through
the allocation of emission limits to installations. Although the IEC report is based
on widely accepted basic concepts and principles, it requires refinements and original
developments in relation to some of the key aspects. This thesis primarily focuses on
making contributions for further improvements to the IEC report so as to present a
more comprehensive voltage unbalance allocation procedure.
Similar to the counterpart IEC guidelines for harmonics (IEC 61000-3-6) and
flicker (IEC 61000-3-7) allocation, IEC/TR 61000-3-13 also apportions the global
emission allowance to an installation in proportion to the ratio between the agreed
apparent power, and the total available apparent power of the system seen at the
busbar where it is connected. However, noting that voltage unbalance at a busbar
can arise as a result of both load and system (essentially lines) asymmetries, IEC/TR
61000-3-13 applies an additional factor which is referred to as ‘Kue’ to the appor-
tioned allowance. This factor Kue represents the fraction of the global emission
allowance that can be allocated to customers, whereas the factor K ′ue (= 1−Kue)
accounts for voltage unbalance which arises as a result of line asymmetries. Although
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IEC/TR 61000-3-13 recommends system operators to assess the factors Kue and
K ′ue for prevailing system conditions, a systematic method for its evaluation is not
provided other than a rudimentary direction. This thesis initially examines, employ-
ing radial systems, the influence of line asymmetries on the global emission levels
in medium voltage (MV) and high voltage (HV) power systems in the presence of
various load types/bases including three-phase induction motors. It is shown that
the factor K ′ue is seen to be dependant not only on line parameters as evident from
IEC/TR 61000-3-13, but also on the downstream load composition. In essence, the
global emission levels in HV power systems is seen to arise as a result of both the local
HV lines and the downstream MV lines in the presence of considerable proportions of
induction motor loads. Eventually, generalised methodologies, covering both radial
and interconnected networks, for the assessment of the global emission in MV and
HV power systems which arises due to line asymmetries are proposed.
In allocating voltage unbalance based on the IEC/TR 61000-3-13 recommenda-
tions, quantitative measures of its propagation from higher voltage to lower voltage
levels in terms of transfer coefficients, and from one busbar to other neighbouring bus-
bar of a sub-system in terms of influence coefficients are required. IEC/TR 61000-3-13
gives a method for evaluating the MV to LV transfer coefficient suggesting a value
less than unity for industrial load bases containing large proportions of mains con-
nected three-phase induction motors, and a value of unity for passive loads in general.
Upon detailed examination, it is noted that a transfer coefficient > 1 can arise in the
presence of commonly prevailing constant power loads. Incorporating these different
influences exhibited by various load types under unbalanced supply conditions on the
propagation, comprehensive methods for assessing the MV to LV and HV to MV
transfer coefficients are proposed. A systematic approach for estimating influence
coefficients for interconnected network environments taking their dependency on the
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downstream load composition into account is developed.
The IEC allocation policy with regard to harmonics and flicker has been found not
to guarantee that the emission limits allocated to customers ensure non-exceedance
of the set planning levels. This thesis reports that the above is an issue with voltage
unbalance as well. Overcoming this problem, an alternative allocation technique
referred to as ‘constraint bus voltage’ (CBV) method which closely aligns with the
IEC approach has been suggested for harmonics and flicker. The work presented in
this thesis extends the suggested CBV method to voltage unbalance allocation adding
appropriate revisions to address the additional aspect of the emission which arises as
a result of line asymmetries.
In the application of the IEC/TR 61000-3-13 principles to better manage existing
networks already experiencing excessive voltage unbalance levels, the initial develop-
ment of insights into the influences made by various sources of unbalance is required.
Employing an existing 66kV interconnected sub-transmission system as the study
case, deterministic studies are carried out in a systematic manner considering each of
the asymmetrical elements. Approaches for studying the voltage unbalance behaviour
exhibited by various sources which exist in interconnected network environments are
established. These are employed to identify the most favourable line transposition
options for the study system. Further, this knowledge that facilitates the identifi-
cation of contributions made by individual unbalanced sources forms a platform for
developing techniques to assess the compliance with emission limits, which is another
subject of relevance to future editions of IEC/TR 61000-3-13.
As an essential tool for carrying out the studies, an unbalanced load flow program
based on the phase coordinate reference frame incorporating the component level load
flow constraints and the three-phase modelling of system components is developed.
List of Principal Symbols and Abbreviations
a, b, c refer to the three phases
α summation law exponent
CBV constraint bus voltage
CIGRE International Council on Large Electric Systems
CIRED International Conference on Electricity Distribution
Es:x emission limit of any busbar x of any sub-system S [VUF]
Es:x−j emission limit of any installation j to be connected at any
busbar x of any sub-system S [VUF]
EHV extra high voltage
hm refers to a HV-MV coupling transformer
HV high voltage
I refers to a constant current load
[I] matrix of nodal currents
Iλ:t λ (= 0, +,−) sequence current in any line t [A]
Iλ:x λ (= 0, +,−) sequence component of Ix [A]
Ix nodal current at any busbar x [A]
I−:c/e negative sequence current in any system element e (e = t, tf, busbar x)
caused by any source of unbalance c (c = t, td, lines, Ux) [A]
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IM refers to a three-phase induction motor load
ka allocation constant
ki−x influence coefficient from any busbar i to any other busbar x
ix
x
klv fraction of LV loads supplied by any higher voltage (MV, HV) busbar
km ratio between the rated motor load (in MVA) and the total
load (in MVA) supplied by an LV system
kmmv ratio between the rated motor load (in MVA) and the total
load (in MVA) supplied by an MV system
kpq ratio between the constant power load (in MVA) and the total
load (in MVA) supplied by an LV system
kpqmv ratio between the constant power load (in MVA) and the total
load (in MVA) supplied by an MV system
ks ratio between the positive and negative sequence impedances of the
aggregated motor load supplied by an LV system
ksc−s ratio between the short-circuit capacity (in MVA) at any busbar S
and the total load (in MVA) supplied by the busbar S
kz ratio between the constant impedance load (in MVA) and the total
load (in MVA) supplied by an LV system
kzmv ratio between the constant impedance load (in MVA) and the total
load (in MVA) supplied by an MV system
Kues:x fraction of the busbar emission allowance at any busbar x of any
sub-system S that can be allocated to installations
K ′ues:x fraction of the busbar emission allowance at any busbar x of any




ml refers to a MV-LV coupling transformer
MV medium voltage
NECA National Electricity Code Australia
NEMA National Equipment Manufacturer’s Association
PCC point of common coupling
PQ refers to a constant power load
PS refers to a passive load
xi
rec receiving end busbar of any line t
S represents any sub-system (S = HV, MV, LV)
Ssc:s short-circuit capacity at any busbar S [MVA]
Ss:x total apparent power to be supplied by any busbar x of any
sub-system S [MVA]
Ss:x−ds part of Ss:x supplied at the downstream (DS) [MVA]
Ss:x−j agreed apparent power of any installation j to be connected
at any busbar x of any sub-system S [MVA]
Ss:x−local part of Ss:x supplied locally [MVA]
Ss:x−total total apparent power, as seen at any busbar x of any
sub-system S, to be supplied by the sub-system S [MVA]
send sending end busbar of any line t
t any radial local line of any sub-system under evaluation
td any radial downstream line of any sub-system under evaluation
tij any line between busbars i and j of any sub-system
under evaluation
tf refers to a coupling transformer
Tus−s US to S transfer coefficient
θpf :x power factor angle at any busbar x [deg.]
θpf :z, θpf :pq power factor angle of the constant impedance and constant
power loads respectively supplied by an LV system [deg.]
θpf :zmv , θpf :pqmv power factor angle of the constant impedance and constant
power loads respectively supplied by an MV system [deg.]
θY−+:x phase angle of the admittance Y−+:x [deg.]
θZ−+:td phase angle of the impedance Z−+:td [deg.]
θZλ∆:t phase angle of the impedance Zλ∆:t [deg.]
θIλ:t phase angle of the current Iλ:t [deg.]
Ug/s global emission allowance of any sub-system S [VUF]
Ug/s:x emission allowance of any busbar x of any sub-system S [VUF]
U loadsg/s:x global emission arising as a result of unbalanced installations
at any busbar x of any sub-system S [VUF]
xii
U linesg/s:x global emission arising as a result of system inherent asymmetries
at any busbar x of any sub-system S [VUF]
Uj/s:x emission level caused by any source of unbalance j
at any busbar x of any sub-system S [VUF]
U results:x resultant emission level at any busbar x of any sub-system S [VUF]
Ux voltage unbalance at any busbar x [VUF]
UIE International Union for Electricity Applications
US represents any upstream system of any sub-system S
(US = EHV, HV, MV)
[V ] matrix of nodal voltages
Vλ:x λ (= 0, +,−) sequence component of Vx [V]
Vλ:s−us λ (= 0, +,−) sequence voltage, referred to US, at any busbar S [V]
Vn−s nominal line-line voltage of any sub-system S [V]
Vx voltage at any busbar x [V]
V lines−:g/s:x global negative sequence voltage arising as a result of line
asymmetries at any busbar x of any sub-system S [V]
V−:Ui/x negative sequence voltage at any busbar x caused by
the voltage unbalance Ui that exists at any other busbar i
V Rt voltage regulation of any line t
V Rtd voltage regulation of any line td
VUF voltage unbalance factor [%]
[Y ] matrix of nodal admittances
Yλ∆:xy λ−∆ (λ, ∆ = 0, +,−) sequence coupling admittance
component of Yxy [S]
Yxy nodal admittance between any busbar x and any
other busbar y [S]
Y−−:x−im downstream negative sequence admittance seen at any
busbar x taking only induction motors into account [S]
Y−+:x downstream negative-positive sequence coupling
admittance seen at any busbar x [S]
xiii
Z refers to a constant impedance load
Zλ∆:t λ−∆ (λ, ∆ = 0, +,−) sequence coupling impedance
of any line t [Ω]
Zλλ:x downstream λ (λ = 0, +,−) sequence impedance seen
at any busbar x [Ω]
Zλλ:tf−s λ (λ = 0, +,−) sequence impedance, referred to S, of any
coupling transformer [Ω]
Z−−:x−im downstream negative sequence impedance seen at any
busbar x taking only induction motors into account [Ω]
Z−+:td negative-positive sequence coupling impedance
of any line td [Ω]
Z−+:td−us negative-positive sequence coupling impedance, referred
to US, of any line td [Ω]
0, +,− refer to zero, positive and negative sequences respectively
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